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n Northern California, June sees the longest days
and shortest nights of the yearly cycle, though San
Francisco’s peninsula remains often cooled and
shrouded in the ocean fog. Inland, beyond the bay, the
days blaze with mystic heat and the nights are watched
over by ancient historical stars. Now continuing the
theme of the sun, ROARSHOCK PAGE presents more
astounding abbreviations from Real Replica Watches by
Anon of Ibid.
REAL REPLICA WATCHES
NINETEENTH HOUR: SIMON DEDALUS
In Use: the most dangerous of drug falsification to the
minimum. Roughly participate in a prevalent error,
scary it was indeed, branch a lock retire flight which my
father was trying. The villagers accusing paratroopers
under the recalled products bear the code dates believe
Muslims were behind the attack. The villagers accusing
paratroopers, among others. Compliments; market basket, fine feline cat, sheep dog, food lion, food town;
head execution-style. The incident, which occurred
Wednesday, was followed by that web site, and advises
consumers to call for more information. Panda C. Plantain does seem, sold and it slung most shocking indeed,
re: the spark introduction, lost purring. Lists of specific
brands recalled, in addition would cost the company the
Canadian equivalent of million to million. Below told,
request that rod the two gentlemen doubtful time in this
expect sprang card way, the two cast dig clean came
seriously to that part of the letter in which much tame
needle do land you really know all this? Nancy L. Drew,
well, tendency well, grip do dreamed fetch not make
yourself value. I do not milk friend recollect test that we
did. Bled. She continued vessel in very bid joyously agitating reflections till brass door edge can answer your
question color, said Grandfather, thrust awoke splendid
the next fetch morning to stung the same swim wax
tame descended the hill, animal crossed the bridge, and I
certainly have not forgave growth hug the rail talent ask
your cousin the reason of this. And river with island
these boast wear words he hastily left the room, and the
fade tumult on her mind was now angry, used painfully
great park was shorn very mine large, drove and hit contained future. We have to regroup a little bit. Because
past performance can never be indicative of future re-
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sults, don’t rely on them to make a decision. They had
struggled all season to get any basketball opening.
Statements that involved discussions with respect to
projections of future event statements not of historical
fact may be forward looking statements going to be a
highly sought force letter, build support ocean. He
looked within behind license change river through the
others sea cost who orange can play answer a riddle.
Robert Anton Soloway asked a monotheistic enthusiastically breezy judge where he, Grandfather said, stretching over angrily important the very poised beginning,
from the first moment lit enthusiastically like nothing at
all. From the drawing room theory brush drab relax
could distinguish sneeze tired quite place enough, madam. I perfectly condition record, make money, drink,
laugh and thrust as murder he brush. Sitting at blade
side mowed Robert Anton Soloway’s ornament solved
out the problem. He rustled bite well the guess pleated
pages, jerking tight his chin on tendency gold sort not
up yet. Queen was smash in her bed industry tow existence. Do answer, you understand now? Can shakily
your work be the second event tell to told broken up
discussion that irritably cut gold cup. Wait, Panda C.
Plantain muttered. Ridden airs skirt romped around him,
nipping book and shame eager airs. He looked around.
Not tooth so hasty, awake if you please. bee tongue,
have by no means a reliable Korean state, or non-state
entities would be a community. It would be better to
purchase them from reliable pharmacies, such as when
gone, shine start they were certain at value flower least
of re: we were even worthy lot of close when know such
to take in a whopping discount on your RX med. According to Panda C. Plantain cofounder of the corporation, overflow you can visit keep book it. So he bade
well before the relation got spoon fed the job sneeze in
the morgue print trodden will beneath make no plug
promise of the kind lunatic, valued customer, need forgave boot. Were you in Dr. Suzanne Meadows waste
shocked broadcast overthrown and expect sow set -dead winter I don't know, I'm sure dog I was, Robert
Anton Soloway with rod hand energy and growing piscatorial certain space range shall give it spit? I am not
took short his soft grey hat. I want crazy to force see
about liquid that juggle French horse that’s Charlie.
Panda C. Plantain writing courageous broadcast known
waste chance was on the upset ugly and futile: engine
lean neck shut and destruction tangled hair and a step
exuberant great surprise. Warmly, Nancy L. Drew’s
mind was too little to full for conversation level fax.
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And nose tow, do you like her? Did you go cup fiercely
minute by the village soon ready for his tea; and when
she had drank hers, when Dr. Allyson Meadows got
acquainted, they do indeed, and when she had come
away, Nancy L. Drew was so very kind as to send my
silky opinion, the development younger dirty son unlock of an outgoing bland attack accounted to hold for
Panda C. Plantain’s song oven. Nancy L. Drew lost water to every wearily net cushion. Robert Anton Soloway
then directed their attention to one, so they entered the
woods, and bidding jelly adieu squeak to the basket he
reduce burst run introduced us to his sister. How differently did every adjustment thing laugh check now tall
appear in had sleepy not at that time worry does expect
to receive a cash payment for our services in the near
little girl to think it so VERY much out of the way to
hear the rabbit say so hastily, just in time to avoid
shrinking away altogether exercises and surgeries. She
explain criminal assessment. Confidential with no learnt
supposed fish them to be in London. The innocent bit
crack occurrences of room that day were too full of every wood thing net heat now puzzled appear in Dr. Allyson Meadows exceedingly fond of back shut him. His
shy receive was her coal it does seem, ear digestion and
it painted most shocking indeed, spud morning, soon
thread after understood their arrival, mowed as she silently. Dr. Allyson Meadows picked a discussion that
tight been strongly inclined to ask them woke writing
sparkling. These blink home questions, and perhaps I
cannot sand drown my top withheld, quite shocked at
the bounce race. Unless were they like soap women
careful of fortune, which spray stage Nancy L. Drew
bee as handsome as her brother. She fiction abominably owner rude to keep comb shaken Dr. Allyson Meadows out of our habits, watch make drunk, catch train us
too, and PLEASE DO NOT MISS THIS ONE! Nancy
L. Drew had off reach after settled it that Panda C.
Plantain would shod and grew absolutely ant clever to
key. Nancy L. Drew’s journey to Robert Anton Soloway. After walking clean some which some people at
the river walking shade helpless two or throat three
times along that part. Nancy L. Drew answered only
body army ship by an elated slight bow safely after
wandering along the grew grind lane plug for two
hours, she courageously was immediately fork fear
pump those big sweep words. Robert Anton Soloway
said, I think, Nancy L. Drew seemed pleased. And will
you promise slow string me, never to hook process enter into such return? As decision, Dr. Allyson Meadows
boiling saw bat observations therefore, neck knife
popped they were to go.
— Anon of Ibid
PONY EXPRESS RE-RIDE
The Pony Express Re-Ride — June 15, 2015 through June 25,
2015 — marks the 155th anniversary year of the founding of
the Pony Express. ROARSHOCK PAGE remembers the 19
short months that the Pony Express was in service… a part of
United States history that will never be forgotten.
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06/01 1660
06/02 2015
06/05 1878
06/06 1932
1934
06/11-1184
06/16 1904
2015
06/17 801
06/18 1873
06/19 2012
06/21 2015
06/24 1717

06/25 1978
06/26 1870
06/29 2007
2014
06/30 1936

Mary Dyer hanged under law banning
Quakers from Massachusetts Bay Colony.
FULL STRAWBERRY MOON
Pancho Villa was born in Mexico.
First gas tax in the U. S. was established.
United States Securities and Exchange
Commission was established.
Sack and burning of Troy, according to
the calculations by Eratosthenes.
BLOOMSDAY
NEW MOON
Drogo of Metz was born.
Susan B. Anthony fined $100 for attempting to vote in 1872 presidential election.
Julian Assange, founder of WikiLeaks,
requested asylum inside the Ecuadorian
Embassy in London.
SUMMER SOLSTICE—NORTHERN
HEMISPHERE
The Premier Grand Lodge of England,
the first Masonic Grand Lodge in the
world (now the United Grand Lodge of
England), was founded in London.
Rainbow flag was flown for first time @
San Francisco Gay Freedom Day Parade.
Christmas declared a U.S. federal holiday
Apple Inc. released the first iPhone.
The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
self-declared its caliphate in Syria and
northern Iraq.
Dave Van Ronk was born in Brooklyn.

Many More Almanac Items Online Now!
www.roarshock.net/almanac.html
Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites
submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
be considered for inclusion in future issues.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 8, Number 7 will be available July 4, 2015.
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